Minutes of the Clinical Librarian Group
Held on 4th September 2015 at 10.30am
Room 2, Library, Education Centre, Blackpool Victoria Hospital

PRESENT

IN ATTENDANCE
APOLOGIES

Rosalind McNally (RM) (co-chair), Eva Thackeray (ET) (co-chair), Emma Child (EC), Gil
Young (GY), Peta Jones (PJ), Emily Hurt (EH), Kenna Blackburn (KB), Victoria Treadway (VT),
Angela Page (AP), Clare Payne (CP), Cath Harris (CH)
N/A
Jo Whitcombe (JW), Anne Webb (AW), Sandra Harrison (SH), Alexandra Williams (AW),
Helen Medley (HM), Vicki Ferri (VF), Caroline Timothy (CT), Bruce Payne (BP), Lucy
Anderson (LA), Jane Roberts (JR)

NO

MINUTES

3

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING:
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true record.
MATTERS ARISING AND ACTION LOG:
KB asked whether any further thought had been given to a regional premium
subscription to the TRIP database. RM agreed to speak to David Stewart to find
out.
CPD UPDATE – GY
Revalidation: Revalidation will be obligatory from next year. For the December
2015 Clinical Librarian and Trainers’ Group meetings, GY proposed holding a
session on revalidation, which would be run by Emily Hopkins and Dan Livesey.
The plan would be to hold the two group meetings in the morning, followed by
the revalidation session in the afternoon. The group agreed this would be useful.
GY to arrange.

4

5

ACTION

RM

GY

MOOC: All content (apart from the videos) has been uploaded and is currently
being checked by Lisa McLaren. The anticipated start date is mid-October.
Funding bids: The bid for HENW Forerunner funding to support a potential
literature search sharing project has been submitted to a different fund due to
uncertainty whether there would be any Forerunner funding available. The
decision is expected in October.
A bid has been submitted to obtain funding for an e-learning module on
copywriting.
LQAF – demonstrating impact: Many of us find demonstrating impact for LQAF
difficult. GY suggested holding a workshop at the March 2016 Clinical Librarian
Group meeting to write up case studies, as a lot of the work going on within the
group would be suitable for this. The group agreed.

RM/ET to put
on the March
2016 agenda

Library inductions: GY is arranging a course on how to deliver library inductions
with Deborah Dalley. Details to be confirmed.
Synthesising evidence: Feedback from the Folio course on summarising and
synthesising evidence indicates that synthesising is a skill that many of us still
struggle with. GY suggested working on synthesis together by creating something
like the MAP toolkit, as there are no appropriate frameworks or courses on
synthesis available. A steering group will be needed. It may run like a journal
club, where group members do some work in advance of the Clinical Librarian
Group meeting and then discuss it at the meeting. GY to speak to Michael Cooke,
Caroline Timothy and Kieran Lamb.
GY

Eva Thackeray
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MINUTES

ACTION

IMPACT CASE STUDY OF INSTRUMENT SEARCHES FOR NICE GUIDELINES
Presentation by RM on a literature search she carried out to support the
implementation of NICE guidelines. See the LIHNN CLG web pages for
presentation slides.
This presentation prompted a discussion whether anybody else had done similar
literature searches and what the difficulties were. It was noted that sharing such
searches across the region/with other trusts could have great benefits,
underlining the importance of the potential literature search sharing project for
which the funding bid has been submitted.
UPDATE ON STRENGTHENING WORK WITH RESEARCH DEPARTMENTS AT
PRESTON
Presentation by EH on strengthening links with the research department at Royal
Preston Hospital following on from the presentation given at the March 2015
Clinical Librarian Group meeting by Alison McLoughlin (Academic Research Nurse
at Royal Preston). Slides are available at: http://prezi.com/sypdtkes58j/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share (best viewed in
Google Chrome)
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Lancashire Care have produced a 2 minute promotional video, where a member
of staff tells the viewer how evidence provided by the library has led to changes
within the organisation. The video can be viewed at:
http://youtu.be/w1vcCA9UrzA
VT shared the update of her literature searching protocol for library staff with
the group. The protocol is available on the LIHNN CLG web pages, and can be
used/adapted.
GY informed the group of the details for the next HLG conference: 15th and 16th
September 2016 in Scarborough. Bursaries will be available, particularly for
those presenting. A call for papers will be issued around Christmas time.
DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Friday, 4th December 2015, 10.30-12.30, Christie Hospital

Eva Thackeray
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